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Fraud, Bots,
and Programmatic

Webbula provides industry-leading solutions
for marketers that rely on email and data
quality to drive sales, communicate with
customers, and positively impact revenue.

Programmatic Media Buying is here to stay. It is
impossible to estimate what percentage of current
ad buying is being done programmatically, but there
is no doubt it is on the rise. Both agencies and brands
are planning on spending more, and allocating more
resources, to software that can purchase digital media
space for them. Circumventing the more traditional,
human-based, media buying industry.

Webbula has built the world’s most
comprehensive email threat identification
system. Since 2009, our technology and worldclass partner ecosystem has enabled us to
provide sophisticated multi-channel solutions
to our clients via our industry-leading multimethod email hygiene, data appending, and
audience targeting solutions for marketers of
all sizes and industries.

Programmatic doesn’t mean perfect however. So when
we discuss the topic of programmatic media buying
we should also talk about fraud. Ad fraud remains one
of the top concerns when talking about digital media
planning by media agencies, and brand marketers.
78% of brand marketers are concerned with ad fraud
and bot traffic according to a survey by MyersBizNet.
This topic should make marketers more eager than
ever to discuss the quality of the publisher traffic when
planning their campaigns.

Our cloudHygiene platform goes beyond
verification and identifies harmful active
emails like moles, trackers, and disposable
domains in addition to over 189+ MM
traps, via our exclusive relationship with
the world’s largest Honey Pot purveyor.
Identifying inactive emails, such as bounces
and greylistings, using real-time lookup with
no cached data. Webbula’s accurate data
aggregation of over 340 MM email addresses
translates into 240+ MM cookies and 130+
MM mobile IDs in the ad serving space,
including automotive, demographic, and
attributive data points for on-line audience
targeting with insightData.

A recent study conducted by two WPP media buying
agencies, estimated that fraudulent traffic could cost
digital advertisers upwards of $16.4 billion in 2017
alone. According to Business Insider, this figure is more
than double the $7.2 billion the Association of National
Advertisers estimated would be lost due to ad fraud in
2016. A study from the World Federation of Advertisers
(WFA) found that nearly 90% of the advertisers it polled
are reviewing their programmatic advertising contracts
and demanding more control and transparency.
Advertisers create campaigns with the goal of having
views and interactions with their content from actual
human beings. But humans aren’t always the ones
creating the activity, bots can as well. The Internet is
surrounded by fraudulent activity, and when it happens
there is no potential to drive real conversions due to ad
fraud and traffic fraud abusing the advertising system.

Visit our website and learn why thousands
of businesses rely on Webbula.
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Let’s put aside for a moment that this is a huge waste of
marketing effort, it is also costing advertisers and media
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buying agencies a hefty percentage of their budget.
According to ad verification company Adloox and cited
by the Drum, Digital advertisers spend as much as 20%
of their ad budget selling to penniless robots.
Luckily, the effects of fraud can be mitigated
significantly. It all comes down to the execution of the
campaign. A large percent of fraudulent behavior is
created due to poor execution strategies.
What is Ad Fraud?
So what is Ad fraud anyway? There are many different
types, but generally speaking ad fraud occurs when
purchased ads are shown on sites that contain artificial
traffic through bots, or when programs frequently
click on advertisements to receive higher engagement
numbers.
Obtaining sourced traffic – traffic acquired by a
third party and therefore unverified – is also causing
problems for marketers. A recent study by ANA found
that 3.6 times as much ad fraud comes from sourced
than non-sourced traffic.
Recognizing Ad Fraud
Click Fraud is the most common type. This happens

when bots click on ads to increase click rates and
impressions to drive more revenue to publishers. When
this occurs, marketers end up wasting money on useless
impressions. Buyers can get burned when their ads
appear on an ad server where their target audience
never actually sees them. Ads can also be rendered
ineffective by being displayed next to insignificant
content.
Fraud has been apart of the industry for many years
now. And it doesn’t look to be going away anytime soon.
There has been a growing push within the industry for
more effective fraud controls. According to the World
Federation of Advertisers and cited by Business Insider,
“Over the next 10 years, the global cost of ad fraud is
projected to rise to $50 billion”. There is no question
that something must be done to mitigate the impact of
fraudulent activity.
Moving forward and leaving fraud behind
What can be done to mitigate the effects of fraud and
increase the effectiveness of programmatic media
buying? As always the answer lies in an evolving set of
Best Practices that are changing to meet the demands
of changing technology, threats, and available solutions.
The recent emergence of Blockchain – a database that
is shared among parties in an ad campaign, storing data
such as impressions and audience segments – might
hold some promise. According to Forbes, “a brand or
retailer buys ad impressions through a real-time buying

platform that finds target audiences in ad exchanges
that provide access to on-line publishers’ inventory.
The impressions are encrypted and broadcast to
each participant in the blockchain, who approve the
impression. The block becomes part of the permanent
ledger and the impressions are verified.”
There are also several movements underway within
the industry to identify quality ad sellers and resellers
so that buyers can shift media to authorized supply
paths. The goal is to significantly reduce spending on
fraudulent inventory. One such effort is from the IAB
Tech Lab and is called ADS.TXT.

How to Prevent
Web Form Fraud
By The Webbula Team | March 29, 2018 | Webbula Intelligence Report

they do. The best thing that you can do is prevent them
from abusing your forms in any way.
Spambots – their main targets are pages that allow
them to post comments pushing products and links,
which means contact forms often get caught up in
the resulting mess. They typically find any and all web
forms to abuse.

Be sure to ask your suppliers what steps they are
taking to combat ad fraud. Use 3rd party technologies
to identify bots and ensure that you do not (re) target
them. Bots won’t make purchases or fill out on-line
forms, so if ads are leading to sales – or other forms of
human interaction – keep advertising on those sites.
Problems can arise whenever technology changes or
races ahead of us, and Best Practices can lag behind. As
always, it is important to exercise caution and learn as
much as you can about the issues you might be facing.
Programmatic Ad Buying is going to be with us all for the
foreseeable future. And so will those annoying bots.

Manual Spammers – companies hire people to
manually search for web forms to abuse, and target
specific websites. These types of spammers are tough
to prevent because they make it through protections,
like robot detection and captchas.
Most businesses likely have a web form present
somewhere on their website for capturing important
customer and prospect contact information. That
web form probably consists of the standard name,
street address, email, and phone number, or some
variation specific to your particular business needs.
On the surface, a web form seems like an easy,
straightforward, and inexpensive way to build a list or
respond to customers needs – and it can be, but a web
form is also a gateway for spam and other threats to
weasel their way into your email data.
Let’s identify the types of potential spam threats you
might be facing and learn a bit about how form spam
works.
Identifying Different Types of Spam
Whether for work, or personal use, we all have to deal
with spam, but you might not be aware that there are
different types of spam. Essentially spam is identified by
the source from which it originates, whether its email
spam, blog comment spam, or what we are talking
about today – Web Form Spam (contact forms). Any
form on your website that you get notifications from
(via email) can be susceptible to Web Form Spam.
How Does Form Spam Work
There are two types of form spammers that you should
know about, these spammers are very good at what

Form Spam works by creating inserting information
in the form fields with an advertisement link or text.
The main goal here is to abuse your servers and web
presence to promote a product that is not yours.
It’s also important to note that bots can and will use
Javascript and HTML to submit scripts into your sites,
further infecting your data.
Not all Form Spam is from Bad Spammers
Interested parties innocently and unknowingly enter
a typo into your web form. These will bounce and can
become spam traps.
A special type of these false email addresses is known
as disposable domains, which will bounce or worse
have your message exposed to the public.
Fraudsters, spammers, and bots submit malicious
information to track your campaigns and promote their
fraudulent behavior.
If you suffer from any of these scenarios, then the
outcome is quite simply that the ultimate success of
converting these leads will suffer. Bogus, bouncing
or disposable emails will eventually land you on a
blacklist and damage your sender reputation. This
means that even good submissions won’t receive your
messages. You could even lose your ability to send
email altogether. According to insidebigdata.com, “IBM
looked at poor data quality costs in the United States

and estimated that decisions made from bad data cost
the US economy roughly $3.1 trillion dollars each year.”
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Protect your Forms with Webbula
The great news is that there is a solution. Webbula can
protect your web forms in real time and prevent bad
data from entering your list in the first place. Webbula
cloudHygiene can be integrated into web forms and
help you avoid emails that will bounce as well as
email threats that are deliverable. For best results, an
automated decision tree can prompt the web form
submitter to enter a valid email or correct a typo before
submitting. Your list is one of your most valuable assets
if your business relies on email. Taking the garbage
out and keeping your list crystal clean with high-quality
customers and prospects is the best solution and the
next step is to call Webbula for help. Contact us today.
For more information visit our website.

Spam Traps:
Ignorance is NOT Bliss
Imagine how frustrating it is putting a ton of time and
hard work into creating your next marketing campaign,
growing your email list, only to have it blow up in your
face when you hit the send button. Only then do you
start to realize a big percentage of your subscribers
may not have even received or seen your email. What
happened? How can you help this potential ‘future you’
from experiencing this nightmare scenario?
There is no doubt that email marketers already face
a lot of challenges, but certainly one of the most
frustrating is low delivery rates. A lot of hidden threats
can negatively impact your deliverability. But of all
the potential hidden threats lurking in your email
data, spam traps are the ones that generate the most
questions and concerns. And rightfully so. In order to
help, let’s take a deeper look at spam traps.
What is a Spam Trap?
So what exactly is a spam trap? It is a type of tool often
used by organizations, ESP/ISPs, and blacklist providers
to help identify potential bad actors or spam senders.
Spam traps are bad emails and once a marketer is
blacklisted due to hitting spam traps, then their good
emails are either put into the spam box or do not
get delivered at all. This is a big reason why it is so
important to keep up with email list hygiene and stay
away from buying third-party lists. Only email hygiene
can detect spam traps beyond simple typos, and thirdparty email data can be rife with potential spam traps.
There are many spam traps out there include
honeypots, typo traps, pristine traps, and recycled
traps to name a few. These can all damage your sender
reputation, leading to your sending domain being
added to a blacklist, operated by a major ISP or 3rd
party organization, permanently tarnishing your sender
reputation.

How to identify a Spam Trap?
It is quite difficult to identify a spam trap, especially
with so many different types out there. Many providers
that specialize in email verification claim to detect typo
spam traps by offering an email corrections service, but
only email hygiene can detect all types.
Webbula cloudhygiene has an exclusive relationship
with the world’s largest honeypot purveyor and has the
technology to identify recycled and typo traps. We work
together to detect harmful spam traps, something no
other provider is capable of. Webbula will send you on
your way to a successful campaign.
How do they end up on my list?
Great question and there are plenty of people who
wonder the same thing. There are many different ways
spam traps could end up on your list. Like a recycled
email, typo, or purchased emails.
A recycled email could be someone who left a company
and the email was deleted and eventually reactivated it
as a spam trap.

Typos can be simple input mistakes that happen when
typing out an email address, but unfortunately, that typo
could be a spam trap that reports your email as spam.
Which it technically is, since no opt-in occurred between
you and the owner of the email.

Inbox providers could mistake you for a spammer which
could really hurt your sender reputation, and that could
lead to your deliverability rate taking a real hit. Which
can negatively impact your ability to generate sales and
revenue.

Which is the essential issue behind purchased lists.
It’s important to realize that there are many types of
potential spam traps hidden in purchased lists like
seeded traps, harvested traps, and scraped traps.
The best way to avoid these types of spam traps is to
simply avoid buying lists! Instead, you should consider
appending the data you need to your existing list to
reveal additional connections to your customers. (Check
out this blog on Data Appends for more information.)

How do I fix the problem?

Why should marketers care about Spam Traps?
If you are sending emails to spam traps it probably
means that you do not follow a good list hygiene
practice, or properly collect email addresses. A lack of
effort in any of these could hurt your reputation with
email providers and impact whether or not you can send
or even reach your customer’s inbox.
If you are an email marketer you could possibly be
sending to spam trap emails right this very second. It’s
hard to indicate between a good email and a spam trap,
and having even one in your lists could cause you harm.
If you are sending to spam traps, take it as a sign that
you should follow best practices to collect emails, and
to update your list of those nasty spam trap threats.

Now that you understand what a spam trap really is
and why they are in your list, let’s talk about how you
can fix the problem. There are many email verification
providers out there that can detect valid and invalid
email addresses and also certain types of spam traps.
But the truth is verification can only detect spam trap
such as typo’s, what about all the others hiding in your
lists? This is where email hygiene comes in.
Webbula cloudHygiene can detect those hidden
threats hiding in your emails. Not only spam traps,
but malicious moles, bots, blacklisted emails, and
much more. cloudHygiene is the smartest all-in-one
email threat identification platform available, including
email verification, email hygiene, and social media
authentication. That is why you should give Webbula a
call today, or check out our website webbula.com.
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The Trouble with Bots
Does your business have an email newsletter that
requires sign ups listed on your website, blogs, and
perhaps even your emails? Have you ever noticed
an unexplained increase in subscribers over a very
short period of time? Of course you hope it was from
real people interested in your product or service,
but more than likely when you see this happen it is
probably caused by bots. Whenever you decide to
create a signup form or a survey on-line, you should
be prepared to deal with fake information submitted
by people who are signing up in a hurry and make a
mistake, people playing pranks, or bots.
Unfortunately, if you send, or receive, or gather email
data then you know that spam can affect you in many
ways. Bots specifically are a type of spam that can be
a huge hassle when it comes to the sign-up forms on
your website.

aren’t getting paid. It is a system that can be rife with
fraud. Hacking to obtain individual information. We
live in a world where hackers are constantly looking
for ways to steal information. It’s very common, and
unfortunately is not going away any time soon.
How you can Avoid Bots?
Double opt- form – Using double opt-ins is a great
solution because once a customer signs up for your
emails, they will receive a confirmation link to continue
the signup process. This is made to assure that real
people are signing up for your emails, and not bots.

What is a bot?

Test Questions – It’s difficult for a fake email (bots)
to act as a real person, and by simply having test
questions to your sign up process may help eliminate
the number of fraudulent bots in your email lists.
Captcha and reCaptcha are especially good at mitigating
bots.

Short for Robot, bots are a program designed to locate
sign up forms on the web and submit fake email
addresses and other information. They can even open
emails and click your links inside.

If you’ve already utilized these two options to avoid
bots, and they still seem to be ending up on your list,
then it’s more important than ever to call Webbula for
help.

While a few of these sign-ups might not be harmful, the
cumulative effect of fake sign-ups can lead to a negative
impact to your sender reputation, hurt your open-click
and conversion rates and also loosen the bond between
you and your ISP. Simply by filling your email data with
false, misleading, or inaccurate addresses or domains –
or worse.

Webbula is not like any other verification provider,
we go beyond simple email verification and combine
Email Verification, Email Hygiene, and Social Media
Authentication into one powerful solution called
Webbula cloudHygiene. Verification providers can tell
you if an email bounces, but we can do that even better
adding the detection of malicious moles, spam traps,
zombies, seeded trackers, phishing attacks, disposable
domains and much more that are hiding in your data
as well. We do it all, and Webbula cloudHygiene is the
solution you need for detecting the bots in your email
data.

So why are bots messing with your sign up process?
What do they get out of doing that? Here are two
reasons.
Bots want to game the system. Workers in the Affiliate
world get paid by how many emails are submitted. So
if people aren’t submitting their information, then they

following definitions.

Typo Traps

Recycled Traps

These are exactly what they sound like, email addresses
with a typo in the domain, such as @gnail instead of
@gmail. These are the most common, but misspelled
usernames before the @ can also be typo traps. These
commonly happen when user data is collected off-line
and entered into your database manually, or entered
incorrectly over the phone, or purposefully as a way for
customers to avoid being emailed.

Recycled traps are old email addresses that are no
longer in use by the original owner. The address has
been dormant for so long that the provider has repurposed it to expose, and block, emails from senders
that are not responsibly managing their email data.
Hitting one of these traps indicates to the provider that
you are not regularly removing inactives and managing
bounces.
Pristine Traps
Pristine traps are email addresses that are published on
public websites, but hidden so that normal users never
see them. The only way to obtain these addresses is
by scraping sites for anything that looks like an email
address. If you scrap for email addresses, or bought
a list (which often include scrapped emails) – you may
have picked up pristine traps.
Pure Traps

There are few phrases that can cause an email
marketer as much trepidation as “spam trap”. These
hidden, invisible, lurking threats can be hard to
understand and suddenly derail even the best planned
campaigns. Countless hours of work can explode
unexpectedly and lead to a damaged sender reputation,
negative results, or even blacklisting. Spam traps are
easily among an email marketers worst nightmares.
But understanding leads to solutions, so let’s spend
some time getting to know more about spam traps and
what they are used for. You could be sending to spam if
you simply misspell a domain, purchase emails in bulk,
or are sending emails to recipients that didn’t subscribe
to your emails in the first place.
So how can marketers avoid spam traps, and also
create an effective marketing campaign? There are
solutions. Regularly cleaning your email lists can help
avoid any nasty threats that might be popping up in
your email data over time. As difficult as spam traps
can be to understand, they can be even more difficult
to detect. Spam traps indicate an email acquisition
or management issue that needs to be addressed.
What Webbula has done is pioneer and perfect a
comprehensive email hygiene solution that identifies
these acquisition and management issues –

before they become an issue.
Before we get into detection and prevention, let’s take
a closer look at the different types of spam traps and
what they are used for.
What exactly is a Spam Trap?
Spam traps are created specifically by and monitored
by blacklist and email providers and are intended to
catch malicious senders. In this way they function as
intended. Often legitimate senders can get caught up
in them as well, especially if they are not using proper
email data hygiene or acquisition practices. If you do get
caught in a spam trap it could affect your deliverability,
your sender reputation, and your campaign results, or
worse. A spam trap looks like a real email address, but
it doesn’t belong to a real person. It’s only purpose is
to identify spammers and those not using proper email
data hygiene.
Now that you have the basic definition down let’s
dig a little deeper into some of the different types of
spam traps. It is important to note that definitions and
names can vary across the email industry, depending
on the source, with that in mind we have striven
for commonality and ease-of-understanding in the

These are email addresses that have never been used
by anyone, never been opted-in to any mailing list, or
signed up for a contest, or handed out on a business
card. The only way they end up in your email data is if
they were obtained without permission. These emails
are pure bait, left out on the internet to lure in bots
or people that harvest addresses illegitimately to find
them.
Pure Traps come with many Sub type traps that are
very similar in a way which include Whitespace Traps
or Dictionary Attack Traps, Honeypots, and Message-ID
traps.
Honeypot Traps
Honeypot Traps are email addresses specifically
created and placed in various areas online to collect
information about IP Addresses, used to help combat
email fraud and spam. They are deliberately hidden
in websites, code, and forms to be picked up by
harvesters, bots and malicious actors. They are another
form of bait, intended to detect private and commercial
unsolicited bulk mailing offenses and, overall, work to
reduce the amount of spam being sent and received on
the Internet.

Message ID Traps
Message ID traps are intended to identify scrappers
that grab any data with an @ in it, including message
IDs. If you email to this trap, it will tell the owner of the
trap that the sender is scraping addresses or buying
lists from someone who is.
Dead Address Traps
These were previously valid emails but recently turned
off. All mail to these addresses was rejected for a
period of time, usually 12 months or more, and then
the addresses are turned back on. This type of trap was
made famous by Hotmail and is typically what most
people think of when they think about spam traps. Most
major ISPs utilize these traps because they are useful
for them to identify senders with poor list hygiene.
Investigative Traps
These email addresses are created and submitted
directly to senders. The reason for these isn’t to catch
a sender doing something bad, but to monitor sender
activity. This type of trap is useful for monitoring
ongoing behavior of a sender. Typically this is used to
ensure the sender is using confirmation and proper
email hygiene on their lists.
In Conclusion
Spam traps are a serious problem marketers face
almost every day and the only way to avoid them is
to keep up with good subscriber acquisition and list
management hygiene practices. Regularly cleaning your
list will not only help you avoid spam traps but other
hidden threats like moles, bots, phishing attacks and
more.
So now that you’re educated on the various types of
spam traps, it’s time to let Webbula cloudHygiene
help you before they become a problem. Verification
providers can identify a valid or invalid email address,
but only Webbula cloudHygiene can go beyond simple

verification and detect the hidden threats in your email
data like spam traps. It’s also important to note that
verification checks can detect a typo trap, but they
cannot detect honeypots or pristine traps. These are
real emails, which will pass a verification test. So this
should truly make your decision easier.
Verification alone is no longer enough, email hygiene is
now the best practice. And no one does email hygiene
better than Webbula cloudHygiene. We’ll detect all the
nasties hiding in your email data that verification alone
will miss. Period.
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Forward or Reverse –
Webbula Data Appends
As long as you have some sort of information such as
an email, phone number, or name, we can often get you
the rest. Revealing the complete customer picture and
essentially saving data that might otherwise have been
lost or set aside.
What is Forward Append?
A forward append means that you already have a name,
or address on file of an individual and you are seeking
more information such as a phone number, email,
demographics, property data, or vehicle information.

If you happen to run a local retail store, or are the
marketing director for a national fortune 500 retail
giant, communicating with your customers is priority
number one. And collecting your customer’s contact
information is the first step to doing that effectively. But
collecting customer data is easier said than done. No
matter what processes you use, the results can be rife
with input errors, misinformation, or worse. You may
end up with a valid email address, but not a valid name
or phone number. The bad data ends up collecting
dust and never getting used, leaving a portion of your
customer base in limbo.
What if there was a solution that could help put that
bad data back to work for you? Instead of tossing
aside unknown data after you go through the email
verification and hygiene process, retailers may also
want to start considering having another look by
appending incomplete “dusty” data. But what does that
mean exactly? Is there really a way to take a small piece
of customer information and add more to it? Yes there
is, keep reading to learn more.
What is Data Appending?
Data Appending is simply filling in the missing pieces of
your data, completing the puzzle you’ve already started.

Forward appending is considered the most common
type of append because companies usually have a
name, but need to fill in the missing information.
What is Reverse Append?
Reverse appends is when you obtain one field of data
and use it to return all other data that can be tied to it.
Let’s say, for example, a business wants to send out a
marketing campaign but wants to personalize it. They
have a list of valid emails, but no full names. What can
they do? They can reverse append their data using the
email addresses, and receive the names, and any other
information they may need to make the email campaign
more personalized such as demographics, or interests.
Reverse appending is open for almost any dataset,
from names, to email addresses or phone numbers.
Reverse appending match rates are not as good as
forward appending. Forward appending is known to be
more accurate and the process takes less time than the
reverse appends.
What is Fractional Appending?
Fractional Appending is a mix between both forward
and reverse appends. For example, if you have a name
and an email you can get a postal address. Which can
be extremely useful for reaching out to your customers

with a direct mail campaign, for example.
Webbula for Data Appending
If you’re a marketer working in retail, you’ve most likely
found yourself scratching your head after an email data
verification and hygiene test wondering why so much
data turned out to be incomplete. Wondering why you
wasted so much marketing effort collecting customer
data to only be left holding an incomplete picture. The
good news is, the next time this happens don’t panic.
Webbula insightData can append your troublesome
data and enhance your list, making you better prepared
for your next email campaign.

So clean your email lists with Webbula cloudHygiene,
and append the rest of your data with Webbula
insightData. InsightData will enhance and append
your customer list with missing information like
emails, addresses, phone numbers, and demographic
segments. With insightData you will truly understand
who your customers are, their interests, and their crosschannel behaviors to better enable sending targeted
and effective email campaigns.
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Appreciate Your
Unsubscribers
Marketers should really appreciate their unsubscribers,
but why? Believe it or not, they are doing a big part of
your job for you. Think about it for a minute, most of
us already know you should be cleaning your email
lists often, or you’ll be affected by many threats such
as zombies, spam traps, moles, bots etc. Unsubscribers
might not be interested in your product or services
anymore, and that’s okay. It’s better for them to opt out
of your emails than have them complain, which could
then lead you onto a blacklist.
You may think it looks bad to have people unsubscribe
from your list, but it’s not a negative thing at all.
Sometimes it’s better to have a smaller list, of a true
audience, rather than having a big list full of problem
emails. We want to let email marketers know it’s okay to
have unsubscribers. Let’s discuss why.
Screamers and Complainers, OH MY
Think about this, would you want an uninterested
audience of people who constantly complain or want
to report you for your harmless content? Of course not,
which is why it is good to keep those unsubscribers,
screamers, and complainers off your list. It saves you
both time and energy. Unsubscribers can opt-out of
your emails at any time if you’ve been clear about the
process, which can limit the number of complainers and
screamers you might see.
Complainers and screamers are alike in some way.
Complainers are the people who simply just make a
small comment about your emails, and want to opt out.
Screamers are more intense, they threaten to report
you to the ISPs, FTC, or even blacklists, which could then
lead to a monitoring on your account, or a permanent
shut down. This is something all marketers should want
to avoid, so be sure to clean your list regularly, and
have a clear opt-out.

Smaller lists are OKAY
Bigger isn’t always better when it comes to email lists.
Keeping people on your list who aren’t interested in
your products or services, and aren’t even engaged in
your content, can hurt your business in many ways.
If you’re creating content to match a diverse audience
it could soon hurt your success rate due to writing to
a open range of people, instead of focusing on your
target audience.
Keeping unengaged subscribers messes up your
metrics. Plain and simple. If you send out surveys to
your subscribers, some may answer, some may not,
and others won’t really give you the correct information
you are looking for.
So have I led you to cross over to the other side? It is
most definitely okay to have a smaller list due to the
reasons listed above. Not all subscribers are the same,
so having to deal with a smaller list will help you be able
to personalize your message and build a stronger list.
Unsubscribers Boost Email Deliverability
Obviously, losing a lot of subscribers at once isn’t good
for deliverability. A high rate of unsubscribers may

mean spammers, but unsubscribers in moderation are
good for deliverability.
An advantage of unsubscribers is that they remove
unengaged email contacts from your lists. These are
people who unsubscribe because they dislike messages.
Removing these from your list will help lower the total
number of sends and improves your engagement rates,
in the end will result in a better deliverability. So why
not toast to the unsubscribers if they’re helping with
your deliverability.
List Quality Improves
We as marketers enjoy the job of having to create,
and maintain an audience, also to explain, and write
about our products and services, but the end goal is
to improve sales. There is no reason to worry about
contacts who have no interest in your products. In the
end they help because unsubscribers are considered a
long time inactive subscriber. If they are not engaged
in your messages, or they delete, or place them into
your junk folder, this will cause your engagement rates
to decrease. Having an opt-out button is the law, but it
also helps with these problems tremendously.

In order for it to be successful, keep your survey short
and sweet. Unsubscribers want to leave for a certain
reason, and having them fill out a long survey before
they opt out will only make things worse. Keep it short,
because they do not have patience to fill a survey out.
Ask people why they are leaving, and by doing this
you should make the question multiple choice with an
“other” option with a text box to fill out why they chose
other. This will give your unsubscriber the option to fill
it out without wasting any time and a way to give you a
more specific information if they wanted to provide it.
Lastly, it might be a good thing to note that you should
let your subscribers know that they do not have to
unsubscribe from everything. For example, they might
be interested in your updates, deals, free samples, and
discounts but no longer want to see your newsletters or
blog post updates. This could be a good option to keep
subscribers, or even receive information on what type
of content they like to see best.
In Conclusion

Let’s get down to the root of the problem. It could
be because your content isn’t engaging enough, you
did not personalize it, or you may be sending to your
audience too frequently. Whether it be issue one or
two, it tells you what you should work on for future
campaigns.

Remember, two things. Make sure you have a clear optout for your customers and always ask your customers
why they are departing from your emails. This is a great
way to obtain feedback on your rebuilding process.
Why did they end up on your list anyways? Were they
interested in your content? Or did they sign up on
accident? Or are they just no longer interested. Either
way, it is good to find out why they chose the opt-out
route, so you can prepare a better way to keep your
subscribers happy.

For example, when comparing your unsubscribers one
may opt out of your emails at a higher rate than others,
which then tells you that what you are offering may not
be in their interest. That’s okay, you don’t want people
in your list that aren’t for your product. But it is good
to understand how to personalize and to get some
subscribers to stay.

Unsubscribers aren’t a bad thing in marketing. Having
people not like your content rather than liking it is
good information to have when it comes to your
email messaging, and also helps with your metric
and deliverability. So don’t be worried when you hear
unsubscribers, because in the end it might actually be a
good thing for you and your business.

Problems with your Message Content?
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The Trouble With
Disposable Domains
Today everyone has an email address, whether it is
used for communicating with friends, family, or for
business. According to Inc.com there are 4.6 billion
email address in the world today, and 2.7 billion email
users worldwide. That is a lot of email, which can make
you think – are all of those emails actually real?
Every time you turn around it seems someone needs
your email address. Every app you sign up for, every
purchase at a retailer, almost everything you do on-line
requires an email. Even filling out a job application can
require you to give you email on the contact form. So
many emails eventually means getting sales messages,
spam, and a full inbox. In a perfect world, we would all
love to get bye with just one email, but receiving dozens
of sales emails per day is something most people try to
avoid. Which is one reason disposable domains were
created in the first place.

It is important to understand that there are two types of
disposable domains:
Shared emails that live forever that the entire public
can access. There is no password required. This is a
huge security risk, as these emails can be shared with
millions of individuals if you think about how many
people put in “John@disposabledomain.com” These are
pointless emails from a marketing perspective and a
waste of resources if you send to them.
Dedicated timed accounts – Dedicated to an individual
for a specific amount of time.
Disposable domains are emails that are set to die over
time that WILL PASS verification, but Email Hygiene is
able to identify them. You may be asking yourself how
Email Hygiene can detect disposable domains? Well,
hygiene can detect it through a known suppression
model and through active scanning. Saving you valuable
marketing resources and potential problems, but more
on that later.
Why Disposable Domains?

But what are disposable domains? And how do they
impact email marketing?

Why are these disposable domains created? Why
would these be made and how did they end up on my
list? Trust misalignments are the primary reason for
Disposable Domains. The viewer or consumer does
not trust the brand to handle their email address with
the proper care. Whether that be selling the email, not
respecting opt-outs, or sending too much mail.

What are Disposable Domains?

How are they Harmful to your Email Campaigns?

Disposable Domains are emails associated with
disposable, temporary domains. These are the 5, 7,
10 minute emails and even ones that can last longer
that WILL deliver, then explode. So why would you

Doesn’t the term “Disposable Domain” just sound
malicious? Well it is in many ways, because a temporary
email address brings in all types of fraud, and can also
hurt your sender reputation. Disposable Domains could

Use Unsubscribers to Collect Useful Information
If someone wants to opt-out of your emails wouldn’t
you want to know why? So what better way to do
that than by applying a survey before they hit the
unsubscribe button.

want to have these in your email lists? If you’re still not
understanding let’s look at an example.

just be opened for a limited time or could be visible
and opened by the entire Internet. Really screwing up
metrics. If you don’t remove these emails after a certain
period of time, you will start receiving hard bounces,
which will ultimately hurt your sender score.
How can Webbula eliminate Disposable Domains?
Webbula can help identify Disposable Domains, and all
the other hidden email threats in your email data with
the industry leading solution cloudHygiene.
At Webbula we are passionate about our truth in data.
We don’t believe that standard validation, verification,
or bounce checks are enough to be a safe marketer in
today’s environment. It is time to go beyond verification
and that is why we built Webbula cloudHygiene. A
combination of verification, email hygiene, and social
media authentication. Built on over 30+ customizable
filters – including several exclusive partnerships that
are available nowhere else in the industry, Webbula
is as close to data perfection as we can get it. Our
cloudHygiene is constantly being tested, challenged,
and improved. We are working to stay one step ahead
as the world is constantly changing, and new data is
being formed daily.

So who would you need cloudHygiene? Everyone that
sends emails to potential customers, or subscribers
through email, needs it to help detect the hidden
threats in your email data. Webbula has worked
with Email Marketing Agencies, National Bowling
Associations, Healthcare Providers, Fortune 500
Corporations, locally owned business, and much more.
No matter if you’re mailing 3,000 or 50,000,000 emails
you should turn to cloudHygiene before you hit the
send button. It’s easy to use, and is quicker than you
can say the word cloudHygiene.
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What are Email Phishing Scams?

•

Email phishing scams are one of the most dangerous
threats in the email world today and humans happen to
be the easiest bait. But what exactly are email phishing
scams? They are scams built by on-line identity theft
criminals, whose sole purpose is to trick you into giving
away your personal information such as usernames,
passwords, bank account numbers, credit card
numbers, or social security numbers.

•

One way these email phishing scammers do this is by
using spam emails that direct you to fake websites
built to mimic legitimate websites. This is called clone
phishing, just one of many popular methods. Once
they’ve tricked you into submitting your sensitive
information, they then use that information to create
fake accounts in your name. This can directly lead to
stolen money, stolen identity, or even ruining your
credit score, or worse.
Another type is called spear phishing, which is all
about targeting so called “weakest links” inside of
organizations, businesses, and groups – by creating
compelling and personalized messages to trick
users into submitting their personal information for
unauthorized use.
Whaling is special type of phishing, which uses spear
phishing tactics to go after specific high-ranking
employees, like business executives, rather than target
large groups of people.
Now that you have a taste of the different sorts of
phishing scams, let’s take a look at some facts about
phishing scams provided by Barkly.com:
•
•
•

85% of organizations have suffered from phishing
scams.
30% of phishing emails get opened
#1 delivery vehicle for malware is email attachments

$1.6 million is the average cost of spear phishing
attacks in 2016
1 in 3 companies have been victim of CEO fraud
emails

How do Email Phishing Scams locate me?
The more you do on-line the more likely parts of
your personal data have already been exposed. For
example, your daily on-line life choices can expose you
to phishing scams by simply doing things like posting
a resume or commenting on a forum. Especially if you
have been the unfortunate participant of a data breach
from a large retailer, on-line bank, or other situation
where your data could have been exposed.
We live in a world where parts of your personal data
can often be easily available, where it is constantly
being shared. Clone phishing scams catch you by
sending spam emails or messages requesting to
confirm your billing address, or verify your account
through websites that are malicious, but built to
mimic real sites. You must be very cautious, because
these emails or websites look real, and you can find
yourself caught in a mess if you submit your personal
information.
Again, clone phishing is just one ploy, there are several
others such as spear phishing and whaling that was
stated earlier in the article, that you should be cautious
of.
What do phishing scams do, and what
do they want from you?
•
•
•
•
•

Conduct purchases with your card information
Create new personal accounts and credit cards
Catch usernames and passwords
Create more bank accounts in your name
Steal your money, tax records, and medical
information

•
•

Steal your identity with your social security
number
Sell your information to other parties for illegal
purposes

Why should Marketers Care? How does that impact
your list?
Think back to your childhood. Your mother probably
gave you some variation of the “don’t hangout with that
crowd“ advice. A bad crowd is a bad influence. They can
convince you to do something that you really don’t want
to do.
So let’s bring that advice back to marketing. If you
are marketing alongside a bad crowd of phishing
scammers, then you run the risk of being damaged
simply by association, and you don’t want that. Such an
association could ding your sender reputation, or hurt
your chances to properly market to the customers you
truly want to reach. So again, it is in your best interest
to avoid the bad crowd. These types of emails could
also lead to Spam Traps. Take a look at our recent
Intelligence report, and Infographic to learn more about

the dangers Spam Traps pose.
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How do I avoid Phishing Emails?
Webbula cloudHygiene is the perfect solution. We can
detect phishing emails and other malicious threats
hiding in your email data before you send out your next
marketing campaign. With cloudHygiene we go beyond
email verification and identify the hidden threats that
verification simply can’t. Threats like phishers, moles,
and traps will pass a simple SMTP verification check.
Using Webbula cloudHygiene helps your brand
maintain a positive reputation among email hosts,
service providers and consumers.
Sending to phishing accounts and other problem emails
can be very damaging to your reputation. When your
reputation is damaged, deliverability rates among
email hosts decrease, which causes your emails to be
redirected straight to spam. Before you know it your
domains and IP addresses are blacklisted. It is a cycle
that can quickly spiral out of your control.

Incentives &
Input Errors
Fake it till you make it?
We live in a world where submitting fake email
addresses is increasingly becoming a serious issue.
More and more consumers are guilty of doing this when
filling out forms, or giving out their email in response
to surveys. It seems like an increasing percentage of
people don’t want to be bothered by incentives, or else
they feel like sharing information can be hazardous, or
annoying, down the road. These changes in consumer
actions are already starting to affect many businesses,
and eventually, their potential marketing efforts.
Especially if the business doesn’t know it is happening.
Fake emails, or Disposable Domain generated
addresses, can be extremely difficult to spot. There is
no way to know ahead of time just how much of your
email data could be relying on emails that are totally
fake or expired. This can cause businesses to send
marketing campaigns to email threats like spam trap
accounts, malicious moles, bad domains, and many
more hidden threats. All of which can result in a poor
sender reputation, or much worse, noticed by a blacklist
which has the potential to permanently or temporarily
stop your account from sending any emails.
Businesses want to communicate with their customers.
It is, after all, only natural. In some cases they will
use internal incentives to ask their consumer-facing
employees to collect email addresses from their
customers. This usually happens at a check-out counter,
during a test drive event, or some other type of natural
exchange. For every email collected the employee might
receive some form of incentive. Input errors, such as
typos, are common enough anytime a human being
interfaces with an electronic entry point like a computer
screen, web form, iPad, or some other form of entry.
But what if the employee is the one also adding fake or
disposable domain addresses?

For example, the recent Wells Fargo incident, where
they had to pay $185 million in penalties and $5 million
to customers because their staff opened more than 2
million credit card, checking accounts, and other types
of accounts for their customers so that employees
could meet sales targets and earn bonuses. Employees
even created fake email addresses to enroll existing
customers in on-line-banking services and issued them
debit cards that they didn’t request. Due to this the
bank fired 5,3000 employees. And while this case is
certainly much more than simply adding fake emails to
a survey, it does serve to illuminate a major potential
issue inherent in incentive based efforts. That of
oversight. In the case of email data, an API connected
to a webform entry platform and a multi-method email
hygiene service, could help to mitigate bad email data
entering the system in the first place.
Another company who had a similar problem was
EDMC. According to The Pittsburgh Post Gazette,
“Lawsuits from the U.S. Department of Justice, along
with Attorney Generals from 39 states, claimed EDMC
illegally paid incentives to recruiters based on the
number of students they enrolled. The suit demanded
$11 billion in federal student loan money be returned
and tarnished EDMC with allegations of fraud, deceptive
marketing and steering students into debt they couldn’t
pay back”. As in the case of Wells Fargo, this case is
about much more than bad email addresses. But it
again helps to highlight the issue of incentives and how
important proper oversight can be.
Another similar situation happened with a grocery chain
who recently seeked Webbula’s help. The company
incentivized their employees as part of a marketing
program to collect email data on their customers in
order to be able to better understand consumer wants
and needs for future targeted campaigns. Nothing
unusual, these types of marketing efforts happen all the
time. Unfortunately many of their employees struggled
with collecting personal emails and decided to submit

fake emails in order to earn incentives. At the end of the
campaign millions of email address were affected. And
they had no idea any of this was happening. When it
was time for the grocery chain to send out emails they
got hit with a big surprise. Spam traps, and many other
hidden email threats, caused this massive grocer’s
email campaign to be blacklisted. They were suddenly
no longer able to send, so they asked Webbula to help
them get back on track.
Webbula cloudHygiene was the solution their marketing
department needed. With a combination of email
verification and multi-method email hygiene we were
able to identify and flag the active and inactive email
threats in their data. A simple verification solution
would not have been enough to complete this task.
To learn why simple verification isn’t enough check
out the recent research report and Webinar by The
Relevancy Group, co sponsored by the data quality
experts here at Webbula, “The Power of Email
Verification and Multi-Method Email Hygiene”.
One way to help prevent input errors at the point of
entry is by connecting to a solution that can detect
typos, bad addresses, or Disposable Domains while
they are being entered. This is done by what is known
as an API connection. An API is a set of tools and
protocols used to incorporate 3rd party applications to
enhance the capabilities of your website. Multi-Method
Email Hygiene is a marketing best practice and can also
help prevent submission of fake emails at the initial sign
up. By integrating the Webbula cloudHygiene API into
your webforms, cloudHygiene can work to identify bad
emails directly at the source.

There are many reason why it’s important to
incorporate the Webbula cloudHygiene API in your
webform. It reduces the amount of bogus emails you
receive, which helps to mitigate the problems that
can arise from bad email data finding its way into
your database. Webbula cloudHygiene is extremely
customizable and can help your sales force become
more focused. Think about it like this, if you have
a webform on your site allowing people to sign up
for more information on your product, then each
submission goes into a rotation to your sales team.
If some leads turn out to be bogus, it interferes with
their chances of receiving good leads. All of which leads
to wasted time and energy. To learn more about The
Webbula API connection read our recent intelligence
report.
In conclusion
The submission of fake emails is a growing problem.
And while consumers sign up with fake emails when
shopping or when responding to surveys, often it can
be your own employees that are adding to the damage
such bad data can cause. To avoid these situations, and
be protected, you must be able to identify and correct
the bad data that has found its way into your database.
The solution is the powerful, customizable, solution of
industry leading multi-method email hygiene that can
only be found inside Webbula cloudHygiene.
So what’re you waiting for? Thousands of companies
already rely on Webbula.
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Not Your Mom’s
Data Appends
Data Appending is a Powerful Tool to have in Your
Marketing Toolbox
In the past some marketers have had a bad taste in
their mouth in regards to data appends. Many have
simply avoided it and sought other ways of receiving
data, many of which aren’t necessarily good for
business. But the past is the past, and we live in a time
where technology is growing and evolving everyday
– and modern data appending isn’t exactly what you
might think. It’s time to adjust your thinking, and start
appending data with Webbula insightData.
But first, if you are unaware of what data appending is,
let’s get you caught up.
Data Appending is the process of filling in the missing
pieces of your data, completing the puzzle you’ve
already started. As long as you have some sort of
information such as an email, phone number, or name,
we can often fill in whatever might be missing whether
that be additional contact information, demographics,
interests, etc. Revealing the complete customer picture
by essentially obtaining data that might otherwise have
been lost or not initially acquired.
Forward Appends means you already have a name and
address on file of an individual and you are seeking
more information such as a phone number, email,
demographics, interests, or vehicle information.
Reverse Appends is when you have one field of contact
data (usually email or phone) and use it to append
other data that can be tied to that email or phone.
Data appending has come along way since your
mother’s old fashion style. It’s time to get the bad
reputation out of your minds, because Webbula
insightData Appending can help you grow your
business today.

Every month about 3% of customer data becomes
obsolete due to changing conditions. Customers are
moving, getting married, changing names, and passing
away. Whatever the reason, this fact is why marketers
are always in need of updated and accurate customer
contact information. We can even add new information
to existing data, like interests/hobbies, auto ownership,
statuses, shopping tastes, and more. They can either
obtain this information by searching for sufficient data
or purchasing new data. These options can lead to time
lost, money wasted, and absolutely no guarantee that
the information they have purchased is real or full of
hidden threats. Data Appends is the best solution for
marketers who need to fill in the missing or outdated
information in their existing data lists. As incredible
as data appending can be, many marketers are still
hesitant to take full advantage, all of which comes down
to a question of quality.

Why Marketers have a Bad Aura about Data Appends
Marketers would often find that data providers gave
them crappy, inaccurate, or even worse – falsely
represented the data that was appended.
This occurred for a few reasons:
1) Lack of interest: Some data providers can’t see the
big picture and think short term. While they can get
more volume at the sake of quality in the short run, it
hurts repeat business and damages their reputation in
the long run.
2) Lack of ability: Some data providers don’t have the
technology, talent, and time to invest in Data Quality
tools. Which means if they want to evaluate their data
they need to hire someone like Webbula which costs
them money – money that they might not want to
spend.

3) Lack of Insight: Most data providers usually don’t
vet their providers very well or often lack the tools to
vet the quality of the data that they are aggregating.
Specifically many times they are buying bulk household
data points and then reselling them as individual level
data points.

Best Practices
Appending your data will help freshen up your lists
with updated and accurate information like name,
phone number, email address, mailing address, as well
as information such as – interests, hobbies, financial,
automotive, political, and other specific data. Data
Appends and Reverse Data Appends can help you
communicate with your audience more smoothly.
It can also do a lot more….
Add missing information ranging from names, phone
numbers, email addresses, to interests and hobbies.
Give you a better understanding of your customers
and prospects with more complete information at your
fingertips.

Boost your response rate by eliminating emails to
invalid or outdated addresses.
Keep your data clean which can help increase
deliverability and avoid landing in spam folders.
Give you options for segmented and personalized
marketing and communications based on enhanced
data.
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Why Webbula InsightData Append?
Webbula insightData Append is sourced from a
wide variety of surveys taken directly from the very
audiences you want to reach. This approach means that
our data is self-reported directly from the individual
and deterministic, which makes Webbula’s insightData
the perfect source for appending. Additionally, all data
points are individually-linked – which means we’re
able to build audiences and profiles that are incredibly
confident and accurate because we do not reach to the
household level simply for the sake of scale.
In addition, Webbula insightData is being constantly
updated and certified with our industry-leading
cloudHygiene that ensures accuracy and mitigates
potential fraud, creating a truth-set that is unparalleled.
Because of the strength of our dataVault we are able to
cross-reference against a greater variety of fields that
often go back in time over a decade. At Webbula our
passion is truth in data and we strive for the utmost
quality, always choosing it above quantity. That is why
when it comes to appending your existing data there
is simply no other option that compares to Webbula
insightData.

What is
Greylisting?
A greylisting is simply another way of protecting
email users against potential spam attacks.
Here’s how it works. A mail transfer agent (MTA) will use
a greylisting (or graylisting) to temporarily reject any
email from a sender that it does not recognize. Think
of it as a personal doorman. It does not let anyone get
into your inbox that isn’t supposed too. To get past
the doorman the sender has to take additional action.
These actions can vary, from submitting a security code
to trying again in 10 minutes – but If the email turns out
to be from a real sender, and the content is legitimate,
the server will then process the message again. Then,
after a short delay, the message will finally be accepted.
On the other hand, if the email is being sent by a
potential spammer they will most likely not try to send
again due to the overload of email addresses they have
to process and the time it takes to deal with individual
authentication requests.
In short a greylisting requires the sender to take an
extra step to verify they aren’t a spammer. Think of it
like an Autoresponder to prove that the sender is a real
person.
The Process
When a message is sent from an unknown user, it will
be held-up by greylisting and the server will report
three important pieces of data called the “Triplet” for
each held incoming message. The Triplet contains the
Sender Server’s IP Address, the Message Envelope
Sender, and the Message’s Envelope Recipient. At that
point, the server will put in place a temporary block
on the sender and implement the greylisting protocol.
The sender will receive what seems like a bounce or an
autoresponder with instructions on how to proceed. It
is important to mention that the goal is to engage the
sender to provide some sort of information validating
they are a real human being instead of a spammer or
email robot.

When the delay period is over and the message is sent
again, the “Triplet” and the message is sent through the
last few filters. All items in the cache have a 24 hour
lifetime, which means that the senders who don’t send
often may experience a delay more often.
What’s the Purpose of Greylisting?
Greylisting is very effective because most spammers
won’t bother resending after a seemingly failed delivery,
so in the end the spam message will never be delivered.
Greylisting is so effective due to the number of mass
email tools used by spammers that most likely will
not retry to send another email after the first delivery
failure message. So the spam message never gets
delivered to the inbox.
If the spammer does try to deliver the message again
and waits to send after the expiration date, this will
help any automated spam trap have a good chance of
identifying the source of the spam and submitting it
to a particular message in their database. With all of
these attempts happening they are more likely to be
detected as spam from others than they were before
the greylisting delay process.
What to do if this happens to you?
Be sure to rely on Webbula’s cloudHygiene solution
that offers the industry-leading approach of verification
and multi-method email hygiene to safeguard your
brand reputation and email resources. In order to
protect yourself against a greylisting, it’s important to
use a verification check, but it is even more important
to recognize and identify the dangerous threats that
could be hiding in your data. Webbula cloudHygiene is
the solution you need to protect you against all email
threats from bounces, typos, greylistings to spam traps,
bots, moles and more.
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built and time-tested solution that works – Webbula
cloudHygiene has the power to detect and identify
threats that others simply can’t – with the powerful
combination of Email Verification and Multi-Method
Email Hygiene.
A simple verification or validation test only detects
bounces, greylistings and typos – but Webbula Email
Hygiene can detect and identify dangerous deliverable
threats like spam traps, bots, moles, disposable
domains, and more that don’t bounce and are just
waiting to injure your sender reputation. (Read our
recent intelligence report, “What’s Hiding in your Email
lists”? to learn more about these threats). It’s important
to note that other providers may say they use Email
Hygiene, but it is simply little more than a verification
and validation test. What makes Webbula different
is the power of Multi-Method Email Hygiene, which
includes over 30+ customizable filters and the bundled
power of both Verification and Email Hygiene detection.
If you’re satisfied with only being able to detect valid
and invalid emails then verification might be enough for
you, but if you’re ready to be proactive and learn more
about the emails you are acquiring – then it’s time to
get serious and rely on the world’s greatest email threat
detection solution.

Email is not dead, in fact it continues to grow in
importance every year. Marketers are utilizing and
relying on the speed, personalization, customization
and targeting that email affords them more and more
every day. But sending successful and effective email
campaigns requires time to plan, create, and manage.
No matter the size or your company, those resources –
that investment – demands a solid return. And that is a
lot of pressure on email marketing.

it break and then fix it, so I need to be proactive – but
where do I start? Who do I go with”? Whatever camp
you happen to belong to, this article is written for you.
Together we will learn why applying both Email Hygiene
and Email Verification early will not only help grow your
revenues – but help you avoid problems that can turn
your investment – into a nightmare.

With 2018 coming to an end, companies, departments
and agencies are already starting to plan their budgets
for 2019. As email marketers you are hopefully already
utilizing an email verification and/or email hygiene
solution for your email data. If you aren’t, then you
should really consider adding such a service to your
2019 marketing budgets. For those of you who are
curious about learning more about your email data, lets
move on to the BIG question that email marketers ask
all the time…

If you find yourself cruising the Internet for information
on verification providers, and you came across
Webbula, then you are starting off in the right place.
As the industry leader Webbula does things a little
differently than your basic verification provider.
First of all, it’s important to understand that a lot
of verification’s ability to detect bounces is being
hampered due to Verizon’s Oath decision to turn
off verification for Yahoo, Verizon, AOL and other
email services that they own. Due to this change a
lot of verification providers are now using the term
“validation” to try and confuse potential customers.
(Read more about Verizon’s Oath changes in a recent
Editorial series from Vince Cersosimo, CEO of Webbula
Part 1, Part 2). But don’t be fooled, verification or
validation or whatever it is being called today – is still
not enough to tackle the enormity of potential email
threats you are facing. Fortunately there is a purpose

What is the REAL tangible value (ROI) on spending
money to clean up their email data?
Some stakeholders might think, “If it ain’t broke why
fix it”? But most savvy marketing professionals who
understand the effort it takes to run a successful email
campaign are thinking, “I can’t afford to wait to have

Verification is Simply Not Enough

Great, you’re probably thinking, that was a lot of
marketing talk. Let’s say I believe all of that, but why
do I even need to do this to my list anyway? What
is the harm if I don’t? Is it even worth the additional
investment? Let’s try to minimize the marketing
language and talk straight about the nuts and bolts.
And then back it up with some extremely recent thirdparty research. How’s that sound?

The Problem
When marketers were asked if they were using
verification and hygiene methods in the TRG Report,
they found that most were not doing enough, with
some not even planning for it in their marketing
budgets. The report clearly shows how much of a
problem this can be due to overall deliverability rates
trending downward over the past three years, dropping
in the second half of 2018 to 87 percent.
The reason for such low deliverability rates is because
of the consumer and corporate inbox providers having
their hands full defending the amount of fake emails
that flood their servers on a daily basis. And while a lot
of these providers have their own ways of identifying
malicious attacks, the filters they use to protect
recipients often result in false positives. Good messages
ended up being blocked, sent to the bulk folder, or
quarantined in such a way as to render them virtually
inaccessible to end users, who expect and rely upon
getting their emails.
The Solution
In order to help improve your deliverability rates
the answer is obviously to combine verification and
hygiene. The results speak for themselves. Verification
is a necessary tactic to ensure that your email
addresses are valid, but it is an incomplete defense.
Webbula gives you more intelligence than simple
Yes/No/Unknown answers. cloudHygiene delivers a
complete picture of your data, providing you the data
intelligence you need to make informed decisions. (See
picture below)

Q: What is the Return On Investment with Multi-Method
Email Hygiene and Verification
A: Email marketers utilizing multi-method email hygiene
and verification outperformed those email marketers
that did not utilize these tactics. Those who harnessed
the power of multi-method email hygiene and verification
enjoyed higher delivery, open, click, and conversion rates,
as well as an email Average Order Value (AOV) that was 3.9
percent higher.
The Relevancy Group (TRG) said that. Not us. They
reported that quote along with an entire paper to back
it all up in a recent research paper entitled, “The Power
of Email Verification and Multi-Method Email Hygiene”.
You can download a FREE copy of their report by
clicking on this link. Read it for yourself, it is rather eye
opening.

The Results
After conducting their research in June 2018, The
Relevancy Group concluded that those using both

verification and hygiene simply outperformed
those who did not. Marketers doing so have a 38
percent higher email marketing monthly revenue
than those who chose not to use this tactic. This
equated to approximately $2 million additional
dollars in monthly revenue in the study group. It
turns out that email hygiene isn’t a cost center at all
– but rather a profit center.
As already mentioned above, marketers will benefit
with a higher delivery, click, and conversion rates,
as well as an email Average Order Value (AOV) that
was 3.9 percent higher.
As of June 2018 Marketers using this tactic:
Are getting more out of the larger send: Those
who are taking advantage of this tactic had larger
monthly send sizes. Both verification and hygiene
deliver a higher quality audience and end with a
positive delivery and engagement can mail at a
higher frequency.
Improved Delivery: Those who choose this route
had a deliverability rate that was 1.27 percent
higher than those that did not utilize this tactic.
Increased Engagement: Open and click through
rates for senders with a data quality mind were on
average about one and a quarter to one and three
quarters above those operating without hygiene.
The AOV Increased: The mean AOV overall was
$137.21 or 3.9 percent higher for those who
embraced data quality.
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Email Verification &
Validation – What’s the
Difference?
Getting any two email verification companies to agree
on anything can be harder than wrestling a Grizzly Bear.
Especially when it comes down to terminology. One
company’s verification is another’s validation. And the
differences between the two can be subtle, misleading,
and often confusing. Especially with the recent news
that verification of Verizon’s Oath controlled emails
(Yahoo, AOL, Verizon, etc.) are no longer valid, more
and more verification providers are now changing their
“language” from verification to validation to try and
confuse the matter. This is a serious topic that needs to
be addressed for the sake of all email marketers. You
need to be able to rely on a verification and hygiene
provider that can detect all types of email threats, not
just detect valid or invalid emails. As trusted verification
and hygiene providers, we need to be truthful and
transparent about best practices to identify harmful
threats in your data, confusing the issue helps no one.
Of course, there are huge differences between players
in the marketplace, and those differences can vary
wildly. It won’t be a surprise that here at Webbula we
happen to believe, rather strongly, that we are the best
choice for all email marketers. We know that some of
our competitors claim to be using email hygiene but
all that is behind the curtain is a simple verification/
validation test. This is just one example of how
confusing the marketplace can be.

keep up with industry changes by simply switching
their language to validation, and that’s it. Validation or
Verification, don’t be fooled, it’s essentially the same
thing. Or is it? Sure, some people can just make up a
definition for these terms and call whatever they are
offering something different. But if you take a moment
to dig a little deeper, you realize that there is an
important difference at the root of this nomenclature
battle.
Let’s first establish a definition for verification.
Email Verification
Email Verification is a real-time server ping that verifies
that the recipient account mailbox actually exists,
is currently active, and is also accepting email. This
process confirms whether or not the inbox account is
active. Once the test has been completed, you can now
assume that this is the correct recipient. Or is it? All you
really know is that the account is active, but there could
still be many serious issues pertaining to that account.
Verification detects emails that are:
Valid
Invalid
Unknown

In this article, we intend to get to the bottom of any
misconception between Email Validation, and Email
Verification. And try to set the record straight about
what those two words mean.

Verification lets a user know that the email has been
verified on a given domain and will deliver. Does it
land in the inbox, does it lead to a spam trap, has the
account owner passed away? These concerns and many
others are not addressed by verification.

Verification, Validation. Potato, Potato. Data, Data

Now let’s take a look at Validation.

Some providers only do verification, while others claim
they do both verification and hygiene because they
can detect a typo trap (which is essentially a misspelled
or badly formatted email). Others now realize that
verification is dying as a solution and are trying to

Email Validation
Email Validation goes even further than a simple
server ping. Validation uses a third-party data source
to confirm that the email address in question is

indeed valid. At Webbula we use our own authoritative
dataVault, which is being constantly updated, as the
source against which all emails are validated. Which
makes sense right? It’s a double-check that helps to
confirm the results from the verification process.
Something that is becoming increasingly important in
light of changes within the industry.
This is a critical difference between Webbula and other
providers. Other providers don’t have a constantly
updated authoritative non-modeled source of data
at hand. They have to rely on sleight-of-hand in order
to “validate” emails. One popular method is using
their own customer’s data. Your data. This is called
“cached” data and it happens because they keep the
data you send them. They then use that data with other
customers as a source for validation. This is how some
providers are still able to verify Oath based emails
months after Oath turned off that ability. And yes,
not only is your data being used in this way, that data
gets older and more unreliable every single day. That
doesn’t sound like a best practice to us.
The only other choice is that they are simply not truly
validating anything based on a single ping.
The point is, when it comes down to it, that essentially
verification and validation have the same purpose. They
detect if your email is active or inactive, by asking the
domain server and confirming that information with
a third-party source. But neither of those methods
address the real issue. Spam traps, honeypots,
malicious moles, bots, screamers, seeded trackers
and other hidden threats that cannot be detected by
simple Yes/No pings. You didn’t think verification/
validation could detect all of these, did you? Good,
because they can’t. Real-time verification is a necessary
tactic to ensure that your emails are invalid, but it is an
incomplete defense. It is, after all, only one method.
That’s why Webbula’s Multi-Method Email Hygiene
exists in the first place. We utilize multiple methods, not
just one, to ensure that not only does an email exist –
but that it will deliver safely.
What is Multi-Method Email Hygiene
Multi-Method Email Hygiene protects your email data
against reputation threats, fraud threats, delivery
threats, and conversion threats. Let’s break down each
threat and what they detect…
Reputation Threats: Detects malicious moles, legal
and spam traps, honeypots and blacklisted emails.
Reputation threats ensure that you are not caught

by any of these threats that could adversely impact
delivery and negatively impact reputation.
Fraud Threats: Has the power to detect insidious bots
and content spammers that facilitate phishing scams,
fraudulent activities, and bogus names. Fraud threats
keep the evil doers out and assist in ensuring that the
brand is not comprised.
Delivery Threats: Common to verification, they detect
duplicates, improper domains, and invalid addresses.
Delivery threats keep email lists clean and improving
deliverability.
Conversion Threats: Identifies deceased individuals,
schools, government officials and domains that are
known to complain. Utilizing off-line data and matching
this to email addresses allows for a level of in-depth
knowledge about the subscriber and overall improves
the conversion rate of the mailing.
Email Threat Detection: Hygiene vs. Verification/
Validation
We’ve already taken you through the threats that
verification and validation detect, now let’s discuss
some threats that can sneak right past a verification,
validation test, but can be spotted in a hygiene test.
For example, a screamer is a person who complains
about receiving your emails very harshly and threatens
to report you to the ISPs, and FTC. If you get enough
complaints they will monitor you and potentially put
you on some sort of list. It’s important to note that a
screamer is a real person, which means that running
that email address through a verification and validation
test, it will come back active. But this screamer is a
potential threat to you, so Multi-Method Email Hygiene
can detect not only screamers but other threats
that can pass a verification test such as spam traps,
zombies, disposable domains, honeypots, and more.
Here are a few more threats that will pass a simple
verification and validation test. Only Multi-Method Email
Hygiene can detect…
Disposable Domains: These are emails associated
with disposable temporary domains. They will pass
a simple verification/validation test because they are
real for only a few minutes. These emails are the 5, 7,
10-minute emails that deliver then explode. An example
would be a shared email account that is public and has
no password.

Zombies: Zombies are just what they sound like. Real
emails that will pass verification, but the only problem
is they belong to deceased individuals who left not only
their belonging behind but their email addresses. There
is no harm in these email, besides that, there is zero
engagement. You are wasting your marketing efforts by
sending to these emails who have no one behind them.
They are a dead end.
Spam Traps: There are different types of spam traps,
pure, recycled email addresses, invalid email addresses,
typos, fake addresses, honeypots and more. These
can cause damages to your sender reputation, your IP
address could be added to a blacklist, and if you hit a
spam trap operated by a major ISP, like AOL or Yahoo
it could permanently blacklist your sender domain.
Verification and validation are great for detecting typo
traps, but what about these other types? This is where
email hygiene can help.
Honeypots: These are emails that are created and
posted on-line invisible to the human eye for the
singular purpose of catching scrapers, harvesters,
and bots. They are everywhere, in codes, in sites
everywhere. They are a type of spam trap, that cannot
be detected by verification and validation.
In conclusion: Tomato, Tomahto,
Verification, Validation
As you can see, there really isn’t much of a difference
between Email Verification and Validation. If you’re okay
with only wanting to know if your email data is active or
inactive then continue to test with this service. If you’re
ready to improve your deliverability, open rates, clicks,
conversions and more, then it’s time to start relying on
Email Hygiene. Not the fake email hygiene, which some
verification providers call their products, which is really
just verification after all. Multi-Method Email Hygiene,
the power to not only detect your actives and inactives,
but also other hidden threats ready to damage your
sender reputation.
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Data On-Boarding 101
Data On-boarding is a topic that’s been generating a lot
of chatter in the marketing world lately.
The MarTech industry has been buzzing by the potential
of utilizing off-line data for on-line marketing campaign
purposes. But why is it so important? What is off-line
and on-line data? And how can you on-board it into
an on-line space when there are so many data privacy
obstacles in the way? Ultimately it is very important for
marketers to reach the right person at the right time,
whether off-line or on-line.
In this blog post we will take a look at the importance
of off-line and on-line data, how to relate them, and
most importantly – how to incorporate them into your
marketing efforts.
What is Off-line Data?
While definitions can vary, for our purpose here off-line
data refers to information attached to off-line identifiers
such as a postal address or phone number. As we will
see later on, on-line data refers to information attached
to on-line identifiers such as Cookies or Mobile Ad
Identifiers (MAID).
Off-line data is the process of collecting data from
in-store purchases, sign-ups from retail loyalty cards,
customer surveys, and other methods. Not to mention
data that can be taken from Customer Relationship
Management files or even bought directly from thirdparty data vendors in the off-line world.
Off-line data is very important in order to build your
marketing plan because it helps fill in the blanks from
on-line transactions. No matter how much time a
customer spends shopping on-line, those activities,
transactions, and searches only show a small slice of
who that customer is and how good of a fit they are for
your brand and product.
Off-line data is very important today, but as mentioned

before marketers have a hard time trying to connect
off-line and on-line users while dealing with obstacles
like customer privacy.
What is Online Data?
Online data is exactly what it sounds like – it gathers online interests, behaviors, and interactions of customers
across the on-line environment. Typically this data
is collected by opt-in to cookies and other methods.
This data is collected to provide consumer insights
and preferences, which then can be used for the
development of content, personalized messaging, and
ad targeting.
It is important to note that in the case of on-boarding,
email is almost always considered to be off-line data
that needs to be converted to a MAID (Mobile Ad
Identifier) or Cookie.
What is Data On-boarding?
Data on-boarding is the process of transferring offline data to an on-line space for marketing purposes.
You are using Personally Identifiable Information (PII)
to gather information from off-line data to find your
customers in the on-line environment. In a simple term,
you are forming off-line customer information with online users.
The on-boarding process involves not only matching
but anonymizing, distributing (Not all on-boarders
distribute) and ingesting customer data. Off-line
data in the on-boarding process can range from
customer names, emails, phone numbers, postal,
or IP Address. A vital part of the data on-boarding
process is anonymizing PII in order to protect the
privacy of the customer. This creates an actionable
anonymous identifier that connects the customer to
the data without exposing PII. The step of matching
off-line and on-line data devices can include mobile

device IDs or desktop browser cookies. Off-line data
for example could be the customers postal address
or email address used to identify a match to a Digital
ID – such as a Facebook, Instagram or Twitter account.
Once on-boarding is completed the resulting CRM Data
and Sales transactions are now ready to be used for
programmatic marketing.
CRM Data On-boarding is when data is sent to an
on-line database and then is connected to an on-line
audience which then can be used for on-line segments
to display ads.
Why is On-boarding beneficial?
Who wouldn’t want the complete story of your
customers? Combining on-line and off-line data makes
the process easier to personalize your messaging to
your customers. It even helps with audience targeting
and increasing the ROI from your marketing initiatives.
On-boarding your off-line data to your on-line data will
help you better understand your customers wants and
needs. The ads that you were sending to customers
off-line can now be sent to the same customer on-line,
and your campaign just got significantly smarter. You
can now reach your customers across a multitude of
platforms.

Hop on Board Webbula’s Ship of Data
Webbula has many extraordinary partners who can
do the on-boarding process for you. We provide
demographic, automotive, b2b, political, financial,
and interest data. Our data comes from a multitude
of sources, including publisher partners, surveys,
transactional events, social media, and other data
providers. Webbula receives that data and applies
cloudHygiene to help mitigate fraud. A WebbuScore is
then applied that scores the data for accuracy. Once
completed, Webbula sends the data to on-boarders for
ad targeting campaigns. All of our data is self-reported,
deterministic and individually linked.
So what are you waiting for? Webbula has more than
enough data to satisfy the most hungry campaigns.
Over 1,200 brands, from non-profits to Fortune 100
companies, rely on Webbula data intelligence.
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